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Background

Head 0仟ice:1-1-2, Marunouchi, chiyoda・ku, Tokyo, Japan

By virtue of having established its London Branch, sumitomo Mitsui Banking
Corporation (SMBC)is required to comply Ⅷth the Modem slavery Act 2015 (the "Act")
Ofthe united Kingdom.

The Act requires certain businesses to provide disclosure conceming their e仟orts to
address the issues of slavery and Human Tra仟icking in their 0四anisations and supply
Chains.

The disclosure is intended to assist customers to make be廿er, more informed choices
aboutthe products and services they buy and the companies they suppod.

This document comprises the slavery and Human Tra什icking statement of sumitomo
Mitsui Banking corporation forthe fiscal year ended 31 March 2021.

The statement has been prepared in accordance with the uK Home 0什ice statutory
guidance on complying with section 540fthe Act.

SMBc acknowledges the future changes to the reporting requirements underthe Act,
including the mandating of key topics and the introduction of a public registry of modem
Slavery statements.

SMBC's structure and business

SMBc is a banking institution,inc0ゆorated in Japan, and licensed and regulated by the
Japanese Financial services Agency (FSA). SMBc is a wh011y・owned subsidiary of
Sumitomo Mitsui Financial Group (SMFG).

SMBc and group companies 0仟er a broad range of financial services centered on
banking and are also engaged in the leasing, securities, credit card, investment,
modgage securitisation, venture capital, derivatives and other credit related businesses.

SMBc has operations across the world,including in the united Kingdom, Japan and
Other parts of Asia, Europe, the Middle East, Africa and the Americas, providing the
打nancial services and credit・related businesses described above, to its global network
Of customers.
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SMBc has an extensive organisation structure comprising {1,908] domestic branches,
[4刀 Overseas branches, a number of subsidiaries, and group entities 、Alhich it either
0、Nns or controls.

Further information on sMBC's business can be found in sMFG's annualreport and
financial statements, which can be accessed at:
htt s://WWW.smf..CO.'.1en.1ishlinvestorlfinancia11annual.html

SMBC's stance on slavery and Human Tra什icking

SMBC's approach to slavery and Human Tra什icking is that it should not be involved,
directly or indirectly,in the commission orfaci唯ation of any relevant 0什ences.

SMBc expects its suppliers and customers to undertake ethical business practices,
Padicularly in, but not limited to, economic sectors where there are higher risks of
Slavery and Human Tra仟icking.

SMBc adheres to the group commitments to corporate social Responsibility (CSR),
Environmental, social and Govemance (ESG), and the sMBC Group policy statement
On Human Rights, which stゆUlates its commitment to respecting human rights, and
aims to eliminate a11 forms of exploitative labour practices in its business and supply
Chains.

Fudher information on sMBC Group policy statement on Human Rights can be
accessed at:

h廿 S://WWW.smf..CO.'.1en.1ish/sustainabilit l rou sustainabilit /forri htsl

SMBC suppods the principles of the "united Nations Global compact," in relation to

human rights,1abour standards, environment and anti-corruption measures.

Fudhermore, SMBc has been a signatory to the Equator principles since 23 January
2006. The Equator principles are a set of guidelines developed by private financial
institutions for managing environmental and social risks related to financing la四e-scale
development projects. The Equator principles apply to project finance transactions,
Project・related corporate loans and bridge loans that are intended to be refinanced to
Project finance or corporate loans, regardless ofthe country orthe sector.

The Equator prinCゆles are based on the environmental and social policies and
guidelines of lntemational Finance corporation, the private sector arm of the vvorld
Bank. These policies and guidelines cover a variety ofissues such as the environmental
and socialimpact assessment process, P011Ution prevention, consideration of local
CommunⅢes and naturalresources.

In accordance with the Equator principles, SMBc has established intemal
environmental and social guidelines and procedures, and conducts environmental and
Social risk assessments,including in respect of potential adverse human rights impacts.

SMBc believes thatit has an ethicalresponsibimy to promote human rights by sho、Ning
respect for human rights through its own behaviour, and by sharing its ethos with its
Customers.
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SMBc is committed to maintaining and improving systems and processes to mitigate
the risk thatit might be involved, wi廿ingly or unW轍ingly,in the commission or facimation
Of slavery and Human Tra什icking in any pad of its operations, customers and supply
Chain (including contractors and suppliers), products, services and sta什 actiV川es.

SMBc also expects its sta什, suppliers and business partners to adhere to the same high
Standards and to take reasonable steps to ensure that other third padies they do
business with adhere to those standards as we11.

Governance

SMBc recognises thatthe protection of human rights and its responsibi枇ies thereof is
an evolving area and is comm轍ed to an ongoing review and assessment ofits business
Practices and approach to human rights in light of changing global circumstances.

SMBC's senior Management are responsible for establishing a culture in which modem
Slavery is nottolerated in any form, ensuring that a11 SMBc sta什 are aware ofthe risks,
So thatinformed decisions are made in a timely way, which miugate and manage these
risks.

SMBc seeks to ensure that it provides a workplace free from any type of violation of
employees' human rights, including but not limited to forced labour, harassment and
discrimination without distinction of any kind such as race, gender, sexual onentation,
gend引 iden枇y, religion, creed, national origin, disability, family status and birth status.

In add川on, an Anti・slavery policy has been implemented within sMBC London Branch,
Which sets outthe processes through which it seeks reasonable assurance that none of
its customers, business padners, suppliers and other third paけies are involved in the
Commission orfacilitation of slavery andlor Human Tra什icking.

The Anti・slavery policy is supplemented by procedures and detailed guidance on what
Constitutes an 0仟ence and the controls in place to mitigate the risk thatthe branch may
be directly or indirectly involved in the commission or facilitation of slavery andlor
Human Traf打Cking.

SMBc complies with applicable laws and regulations in the regions and countries 、Nhere
it does business.

SMBC'S "sks of modem slavery practices in operations and supply chains

SMBc conducts business intemationa11y with operations spanning developed and
developing countries and regions. Given the breadth of these operations, there is a
Potential risk that elements of the supply chain are engaging in modem slavery
Practices, padicularly pads of the supply chain relating to the supply of goods and
Services. The risk is increased in relation to suppliers to sMBC's operations in
developing countries and regions.

SMBC'S supply chain includes a number of products that have been linked with modem
Slavery. For example, according to the Global slavery lndeX 2018,the number l product
Category at risk of modem slavery imported into G20 countries (by us$ value) are
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Iaptops, computers and mobile phones. SMBC's operations rely heavily on the use of
Iaptops, computers and mobile phones. HO、Never, SMBc operates in the banking and
financial services industry and primarily within an 0什ice environment and therefore it
does not operate in these sectors.

Vvhile sMBc aims to mitigate the risk that its suppliers are directly engaged in modem
Slavery, there is also a risk that suppliers have modem slavery risks in their own supply
Chains.

SMBc outsources certain functions to third pady service providers. For example, SMBC
engages various third padies to provide services, such as transaction banking services,
information techn010gy systems development and document archiving. There is a risk
that such providers have modem slavery riskS Ⅷthin their operations and supply chain,
Paけicularly given that most of these services are heavily reliant on lT hardware and
Software.

Itis also acknowledged that modem slavery risks can also arise through the operations
and actions of sMBC's customers. SMBC, therefore, may be linked to such risks, as
either a lender of money or provider of other financial services. Again,、Nhere these
Customers operate within jurisdictions or sectors with a high risk of modem slavery, this
risk is heightened.

RiskAssessment

In 2020, SMBC Group Global compliance Risk Assessmentframevvork was enhanced
to indude the assessment of modem slavery risks.

In accordance Ⅷth the sMBC Group Global compliance RiskAssessment program,the
e什ectiveness of actions to assess and address modem slavery risks are determined by:

. appropriate design of relevant policies and procedures to ensure compliance
and risk management;
how we11 the control processes have operated, including timeliness and
Comprehensiveness;
the extent of employee training that has been conducted;
the outcomes from monitoring and validation procedures; and
the timeliness of remedial action taken for any issues arising.

.

Enhancements may be made as appropriate, as a result ofthese assessments.

Due Diligence

A11 depadments involved in due diligence processes are required to conduct appropriate
Checks in order to obtain reasonable assurance that customers, business padners,
Suppliers, and other third padies are not involved in the commission or faci唯ation of
Slavery andlor Human Tra什icking.

SMBC London Branch requires specific anti・slavery due diligence to be undedaken on
a11its counterpadies, and applies consistent due diligence measures for slavery and
Human Tra仟icking,いlhereby suppliers, contractors, customers and any other business

.

.

.
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Padners are a11 Subject to the same level of identification, verification, and risk
evaluation.

As pad of the on・boarding and periodic due diligence processes in sMBC London
Branch, a11 Counterpadies are assessed to determine ifthey fa" within the scope ofthe
Act, and,if so, a copy oftheirAnti・slavery statement is sought and retained.

By way of best practice, forthose counterpa此ies who are notin scope ofthe Act, SMBC
London Branch wi11 Seek to obtain an equivalent policy or document relating to csR,
ESG or Human Rights.

Supply chain

SMBc takes appropriate steps to ve"fy, evaluate and mitigate the risk that slavery and
Human Tra什icking may occur in its supply chain.

In Japan, SMBc has established outsourcing Management procedures, which require
every 0什ice to peげorm due diligence on third padies in relation to slavery and Human
Tra仟icking by reviewing publicly available information. 1n FY2020, the sMBC Group
Outsourcing Due Diligence program 、Nas enhanced to ensure an assessment and
monitoring of a11 Vendors/service providers (regardless of whether the service is
Considered to be outsourcing) is undedaken at least annua11y. The three areas of
focus include the Japanese Anti・social Forces screening, Anti・Bribery and corruption
Due D"igence and Modem slavery Due Diligence. SMBc has also established
Outsourcing Management procedures for overseas 0什ices, which stゆUlates that
Overseas 0仟ices should conduct appropriate due diligence in relation to slavery and
Human Tra什icking. This due diligence process includes reviewing publicly available
information such as the third paけy's or its parent companゾS website in respect of its
Policies or positions on the protection of human rights, as we11 as intemet searches to
determine whetherthere is any adverse news in respect of human rights violations.

SMBC London Branch adopts the due diligence measures established by sumitomo
M詫Sui Banking c0ゆoration Bank lntemational plc (SMBC Bり and peげorms due
diligence on suppliers and contractors, which includes ident愉Cation and veri打Cation,
determination of where suppliers and contractors operate, an analysis of the actiV卿
Carried out and a detailed review of publicly available information.

Customers

The credit policy of sMBc prohibits granting creditto cedain businesses and customers,
including those who exhibit unacceptable practices from the perspective of slavery or
human tra什icking.

There is a prohibition on the origination of loans for cedain types of businesses where
human rights abuses, such as child labour is, or may, be taking place or is likely to take
Place.

In line Ⅷth the sMBCAMVCTF Global procedures, as part ofits anti・money laundering
Compliance responsibilities, SMBC London Branch adopts the due diligence measures
established by sMBC Bl and undedakes due diligence on its customers at both the
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On-boarding stage and at regular periods thereafter.

The due diligence on customers includes identification and verification, determination of
Where customers operate, an analysis ofthe activity carried out and a detailed review of
Publicly available information. 1n addition, customers are subject to adverse news
Screening,incorporating specific terms relevantto slavery and Human Tra仟icking.

Enhanced Due Diligence

Any instances 、Nhere the supplier, customer or transaction may be involved in the
Commission or facilitation of the relevant 0仟ences due to their core activities, 1ine of
business, business relationships, country of establishment and/or operations wi11require
enhanced due dⅢgence measures, more detailed investigation and approval by an
appropriate person. As a result, SMBC London Branch may take the f0110vving course of
action:

. Notto establish or renew the relationship;

Notto 0什er certain products or services; or

To end the existing relationshゆ.

.

.

Training

In order to ensure proper understanding of the risks posed by slavery and Human
Tra什icking in the context of sMBC'S supply chains and business, SMBc provides
training to sta仟 on slavery and Human Tra仟icking and the requirements ofthe Act.

SMBc has provided specific training in relation to modem slavery, incorporating
relevant resources and due diligence requirements.

Members of sta仟 are encouraged to report any instances of suspected slavery and
Human Tra什icking identi打ed in any part of sMBC's business activities. The options for
raising concems and repoding are incorporated within sMBC's whistleblowing program.

Sta仟 are also avvare of their responsibimy, under relevant loca11egislation, to raise a
Suspicious Activity Rep0此(SAR) where they have knowledge or suspicion, or where
there are reasonable grounds for having knowledge or suspidon,that another person or
en枇y is engaged in money laundering orterrorist financing. As such, sta仟 have a legal
Obligation to submit a sAR in relation to any funds in a transaction derived as a result of
Slavery or Human Tra仟icking.

Itis equa11y importantfor sMBc to demonstrate that no relevant 0仟ences are comm轍ed
Within 辻S premises and/or in relation to its o、Nn sta什. Human Resources have the
responsibility to demonstrate, through the introduction of appropriate controls, that
SMBC's own sta什 are being treated in line Ⅷth loca11aws and regulations and are not
Victim of any ofthe relevant 0什ences as a result oftheir employment.
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Slavery and Human Tra什icking

As used in this statement, the above term refers to a variety of 0仟ences,including but
not limited to:

Slavery, servitude and forced or compulsory labour;
Sexual exploitation, including a11 0什ences contemplated in the pad l of the uK
Sexual 0仟encesAct 2003;

Removal and tra仟icking of organs outside the context of authorized health
treatments;

Securing services or othertype of benefits by force, threats or deception; and
Securing seⅣices or othertype of bene打ts from children and vulnerable persons.

Approval

This statement was approved by the sMBC Board of Directors on 30107/2021 and has
been signed on behalf of the Board by Mr. Tetsuro lmaeda, Director and senior
Managing Executive 0仟icer.

Tetsuro lmae a

Director and senior Managing Executive 0什icer

Sumitomo Mitsui Banking corporation

Date:06/0912021
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